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Like No Other

We pray this letter finds you well and blessed with good health! As Omicron circles the globe, more people we personally know
have gotten sick, but we have been encouraged to hear of recoveries with minimal significant side effects. By God's grace, despite
numbers nearly triple what they have been at any other time in Germany, we have remained in good health. January has been a
month in which we were blessed to be visited by family. We have also enjoyed seeing some snow, but have been experiencing a
fairly mild winter for Munich.
On the home front, our kitchen is 99% complete - we are only missing the fume hood that goes over the stove. But all things
considered, we have a kitchen with all the keys and many additional helps. We learned how going without gives a greater
appreciation for what we have and also taught us to rethink what can't be lived without compared to what is a luxury we often take
for granted. Beyond the kitchen, Elijah has been integrating and enjoying his time in kindergarten. He has already made new
friends and comes home each day with a new word he has picked up. The speed and relative ease with which he learns makes us
especially jealous as we slave over our textbooks!
This past month Luke was asked to lead the pastoral trainee sessions. Our church has an internship program designed to heavily
invest in young pastors in training. In addition to their seminary studies, they have a chance, through the trainee program, to learn
church ministry hands on. They are involved in leading ministry components, observing elders meetings, being mentored,
preaching, getting feedback, and engaging in a weekly training session. The goal is to take the theoretical and give it practical
applications. Currently we have 5 trainees, our only limiting factor being the funding raised by the church. Throughout the past
semester, Luke has meet with the senior pastor, Matthias Lohmann, to plan the sessions for 2022.
January's theme was the characteristics of God. Our desire was to begin the year with an intensive look at how God reveals Himself
through His attributes in Scripture. Our first session examined the often overlooked and conceptually challenging concept of
divine simplicity. In a word, this characteristic addresses God's unity - that He is not composed of parts or the sum of his
characteristics, but rather He is all of His characteristics all of the time. In this sense, while we examine the attributes individually,
we have to always bear in mind that they are integrally intertwined, connected, dependent, and in perfect unity with all the others.
This is often difficult to conceive of because it is so different than ourselves. Yet, this is exactly what makes this characteristic so
valuable to study - it reminds us, along with many verses, that God is like no other. There is none to whom we can compare Him,
rather we need to begin with Him and examine how He reveals Himself. We carried this important foundation into our following
examinations of God's independence, His goodness, and His love.
What in incredible thing it is that God is unique and unlike all others! How amazing it is to learn how Scripture unveils His
character and what an important reminder that we need to learn how the Bible defines attributes like love rather than beginning
with our own frameworks. Above all, this should lead us to greater praise. Indeed, this was one of the important lessons we wanted
to convey to the trainees - theology should and must always lead to doxology. The goal is not knowledge, but deeper praise.
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Can You Come Again?

In November we were blessed as a family to be able to go to Tirana, Albania.
Through our partnership with Martin Bucer Seminary, Luke has been asked to teach
at the MBS study center in Albania. We have shared many stories from our trips and
look forward to sharing more as God continues to provide invitations.
In the middle of January, Luke received an email from one of the MBS Germany staff
explaining that he had just undertaken scheduling for MBS Albania on a temporary
basis and needed someone on short notice who could travel at the end of January.
Two weeks is very short notice to put together 12 hours of teaching content - roughly
equivalent to half a semester's worth of teaching. However, by God's grace, and the
tremendous support of the whole family, it all came together.
Having gone several times, Luke has been able to build relationships with the
students. This is especially important in a culture like Albania where relationships
are key and business meetings are more likely to take place in a coffee shop than in
an office. From the first day the students were encouraging. They shared how they
have been blessed by prior classes which were their favorites. Luke was even
surprised to discover that the optional additional books, provided by your generosity,
were not stuck on a shelf for later, but were read and had a great impact. Both days
Luke was invited to coffee after class and spent additional hours fellowshipping,
encouraging, and mentoring students. The days were long (8am - 7:30pm, returning
in time for an early Albanian dinner), but the blessings were many!
During one break the students asked Luke, "Can you come again?" What a blessing to
be desired and it seems that he may return at the beginning of March. In addition, a
potential opportunity emerged for Luke to speak at the Albania Encouragement
Project's annual conference in October. The AEP oversees all international
missionaries in Albania, seeking to help them, encourage them, pray for them,
connect them, and equip them in any way possible. God might be opening more
doors through the MBS Albania students!
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The German word for kitchen is
küche, pronounced cooch-e

Prayer Requests:
- 5 trainees: Kris, Sami, Jotham,
Manuel, and Lukas
- 5 MBS Albania students: Eris,
Andi, Viron, Edvin, and Mirel
- Language learning
- Adoption progress

Praises:
- Kitchen 99% in!
- Safe travels
- Good health
- New opportunities
- Family visits

Thank you for your amazing
partnership and support in
taking the gospel to Europe!

Luke and Michelle Stannard

Munich, Germany

Equipping today's students to lead

tomorrow's churches for the glory

of God!




